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CORKWALL
“Nature’s Gift to Homes, Industrial

Buildings and Commercial Properties” 
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About Venetian Plastering Company

Venetian Plastering Company are one of a few Approved Applicators of CORKWALL, the 
eco-friendly cork-based render for homes, residential properties, commercial buildings and 
offices, and industrial units.

CORKWALL is a coating that Kevin McCloud’s Green Heroes trust enough to recommend on 
his Grand Designs TV programme.

You can find out more about this innovative and environmentally sound render in this guide.

As an Approveed CorkSol Applicator you can be assured of a quality advisory service & a fully 
guaranteed design and application process of CORKWALL to you property, you are in safe 
hands all the way.

For more information about CORKWALL contact us by the details below.

Cloverlea, Ramsey, IM8 2EF, Isle of Man, United Kingdom

07624 205432

corksoluk.com/approved-applicators/venetian-plastering-company/

plaster@manx.net
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About CORKWALL

CORKWALL is a natural cork render for new build and renovation projects. It provides a 
sustainable, innovative solution for homes, residential, commercial and industrial buildings.

Endorsed by Kevin McCloud, presenter of TV’s Grand Designs, it offers an eco-friendly and 
high performance alternative for plasterers and render companies. 

Benefits include:

• Thermal Insulation
• Sound Insulation
• Breathability
• Water Resistance
• Fire Resistance
• Durability
• Flexibility
• Low Maintenance
• Lower Energy Costs
• Healthier Living
• Working Space

And it helps the planet.
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CORKWALL is a natural cork render for new build and renovation projects. It provides a 
sustainable, innovative solution for homes, residential, commercial and industrial buildings. 

Recommended by Kevin McCloud, presenter of TV’s Grand Designs, it offers an eco-friendly 
and high performance alternative for plasterers and render companies. Cork is taken from 
the cork oak tree but no trees are felled. Instead the bark is stripped away and this releases 
oxygen into the air, which reduces carbon dioxide in the environment.

That’s good for the planet. The tree’s bark grows back each time. So it’s a sustainable 
resource (unlike quarried materials). The raw material goes to make CORKWall.  This gives this 
unique render coating a wealth of features and benefits for customers, plasterers and 
rendering companies:

• Highly durable and flexible coating to prevent cracking (and reduce complaints)

• Super adhesive (when it’s on, it stays on) on a range of surfaces, including steel

• Patch repairs possible (avoids costly or time-consuming whole-wall re-rendering)

• Strong thermal insulator and reduces thermal bridges

• Good sound insulator - reduction in noise and vibrations by up to 12dB

• Fire resistant (Euro-class B safety rating), water resistant and breathable (this helps    
prevent mould and damp, gives people a healthier living and working space)

• Machine sprayed so much faster, less back-breaking and less labour-intensive than hand 
render

• E.g. a 3-bed semi (100m squared area) can be finished in one day (a monocouche hand    
render would take TWO days)… with much less labour (lower labour costs)

Why CORKWALL?
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• Faster projects mean you can do more jobs each week - increase income and profits

• Less dependent on the weather than other renders - fewer cancellations and delays

• Machine and equipment costs TEN times LESS than a monocouche machine so it’s 
cheaper to set up and get started (plus you improve your profitability)

• Low maintenance, easy clean coating in 16 standard fade-resistant colours

• Can be used on steel clad buildings, modular constructions and commercial interiors (in 
very bad weather you could be doing an interior job and be making extra money)

For centuries the use of cork has been seen in many countries and in many forms. It is a 
unique raw material with a list of benefits for a wide variety of uses, from thermal and 
acoustic insulation, to flexibility and durability. 

It’s unique composition makes it a perfect product for a construction material. 

To sum up, a breathable, weather resistant, fire resistant, flexible, insulating render 
manufactured sustainably from trees that are harvested, not cut down; makes Corkwall a 
perfect choice for just about every surface.

Cork is a fascinating material with excellent acoustic and 
thermal insulation properties.  Its antifungal and resists 
rotting; it ‘breathes’, transpiring moisture; it will compress to 
form a tight gasket (think wine bottles); and it’s 
sustainable, in fact Europe’s cork production, in Portugal for 
example, needs our support. 

Now it’s been turned into an insulating, breathable, elastic, 
sustainable render for buildings. Something that’s been 
missing from both the conservation and the eco building 
markets. Magical. - Kevin McCloud

“

”
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CORKWALL for Your Home

It’s probably the biggest investment you will ever make in your lifetime. It’s your pride and joy. 
It’s your home.

Whether you live in a house, flat, bungalow, apartment or barn conversion you know that 
the neighbours will have an opinion about your place. It’s just human nature.

Of course, you want your home to look the best it can from the outside.

But there are other reasons you may want to ask for a CORKWALL coating rather than a
render like monocouche (it means ‘single layer or surface’ in French).

And it’s not just because the product is trusted and endorsed by Grand Designs presenter 
Kevin McCloud (he selected Corksol UK - the nation’s exclusive distributor of CORKWALL - as 
one of his Green Heroes for the Grand Designs Live event in October 2017).

The real star of the show is cork. It’s this which gives CORKWALL its natural, high-performing 
qualities. Just look at what it means for your home:

• Highly durable and flexible coating to prevent cracking and allow patching if required (unlike 
other renders)

• A strong thermal insulator - it keeps the warmth in, the cold out. This lowers energy bills 
and saves you money.
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If you like the idea of CORKWALL (as Kevin McCloud clearly does) do get in touch.

For more information or advice, give our friendly team a call on 07624 205432 We love talking all 
things Cork and helping our clients make the right decision for their properties.

• Can be applied to the edge of door and window frames to create a complete seal against 
the elements

• The work can be done much faster than other renders so less disruption to your routine. 
It’s a spray coating in a choice of colours - so no need for any painting.

• Water resistant and highly breathable coating, which helps keep moisture out of your 
home (it prevents damp, mould and makes it healthier to live in)

• Acoustic insulation reduces noise and vibrations, making your home quieter to live in

• A range of 17 weather-resistant colours which keep their colour over time

• You get a better quality product for the price (compared to other renders)

• Low maintenance, easy to clean exterior with a 10-year guarantee

• An eco-friendly, sustainable product which helps the planet
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CORKWALL for Your Business

Cork is a developer’s dream material. And naturally so.

It offers thermal insulation, sound insulation, breathability, water resistance, fire 
resistance, durability, flexibility, low maintenance, health benefits and the ultimate green 
credentials.

It may be one of the reasons why it is trusted by TV Grand Designs’ Kevin McCloud.

CORKWALL coating can be used as a superior exterior render or inside, for example on metal 
clad buildings, and on modular constructions.

With a light-textured appearance available in 17 standard fade-resistant colours, it creates 
a clean and modern look. It’s also possible to get customised or brand colours, your logo on 
the wall or split-level colour combinations.

CORKWALL offers the commercial sector a feast of benefits:

• Highly fire resistant (Euroclass B, M1) - ideal for blocks of flats, care homes and office     
buildings. CORKWALL does not combust under burning.

• Durable, breathable and flexible coating which resists cracking and lasts the distance (can 
be invisibly patched and comes with a 10-year manufacturers guarantee)
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• Strong thermal performance means lower energy bills

• Keeps the warm in, cold out. Better working conditions for the health of staff

• Weather-resistant range of 17 standard colours sprayed direct with no painting

• Keeps moisture out of the building (not just good for staff, it’s important if storing dry 
goods, paper or card)

• Provides acoustic insulation. Reduces noise and vibrations for a quieter space.

• Super adhesive. It can be applied to a range of surfaces, including brick, blocks, wood, glass, 
metal and plastic… and stays on, stays the distance. 

• Can reduce thermal bridges by filling the gaps between poor-fitting door or window frames 
and the wall. Creates a protective yet breathable seal for for better thermal performance.

• Low maintenance, easy-clean material

• CORKWALL is machine sprayed and quicker-drying than other renders, so there is less      
disruption to your building and people before the project is complete.

If you like the idea of CORKWALL (as Kevin McCloud clearly does) you can trust Venetian 
Plaster Company to do the job for you speak to us by calling us .

Call Us On: 07624 205432
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4th Floor, North Vale Mill, Brighouse, HD6 4DJ, United Kingdom

0333 344 1104 Corksoluk.comInfo@corksoluk.com


